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About This Content

Game and software creation has never been easier or quicker than with Clickteam Fusion 2.5!

Within your first hour you will have learned the basics of the tool. Compile a windows app with a mouse click, Or target
additional platforms like iOS, Android, Flash and XNA (Windows Mobile phone and Xbox) with the purchase of our optional

exporters. Harness the power of Clickteam Fusion 2.5 today.

Upgrade your development environment by getting CF2.5 Developer and have access to exclusive developer features and logo
free use of the runtimes.

Additional Features Include

Royalty free, logo and credit free Not Subject to runtime agreement

Ability / rights to change the version information of the EXE files

Ability to build MDI applications

Ability to dock sub-applications

Ability to create frames without display surface (to save memory for frames that contains only controls and child
windows)
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Double-Precision Calculator

Data Grid Object (Windows Only)

Dialog Box Object (Windows Only)

Explorer Object (Windows Only)

List View Object (Windows Only)

OS Object (Windows Only)

Trial Period Object (Windows Only)

W/iOS Runtime - Camera Functionality

W/iOS Runtime - Game Center Objects

W/iOS Runtime - In app purchase support

W/iOS Runtime - embed Video in App

W/XNA Runtime - Ad Control

W/Android Runtime - Admob support

W/Android Runtime - Chartboost support

W/Android Runtime - Leadbolt support

W/Android Runtime - In-App purchase function

Steam Games Made With Clickteam's Fusion
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Build for many platforms with optional exporters

Generates HTML5 on the fly and runs automatically in your
browser

Open extension SDK for endless functionality
Use hardware acceleration & shaders on powerful Windows

machines
100's of additional objects provide additional functionality to

the tool
Build directly from CF2.5 to any of your Android devices and

build APKs
Access the Android OS with our simple permissions

management system
Build games for all iOS touch devices including iPad, iPhone
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and iPod
Maximize control options with the Accelerometer and

Multitouch interface objects
Build Games for Xbox and Windows 8 Mobile
Multiple Control options for Multiple Platforms

Produce quality Flash content in record time
Fully Customizable SWF Generated Easily
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New multi-user client licensing cost is 5x the single user cost per person. Aproximately $90US a month for 2 seats. Completely
alienating small groups and\/or studios.

Honestly the software isn't all that great either. It's a glorified file share that lets you type word documents in an organized tree
structure and reference objects. The dialogue choice system isn't ready for dialogue heavy titles, only small scenes. They sell a
seperate product ( of course ) that allows API access to that system for use in your applications directly.

For the price they're asking you can buy multiple copies of better stand alone tools that do the same thing, and host your files on
SVN. Even something like Perforce: Helix Cloud, is less expensive and better featured.. \u0418\u0433\u0440\u0430
\u043d\u0435 \u043e\u0447\u0435\u043d\u044c ,\u043d\u043e \u0438\u0433\u0440\u0430\u0442\u044c
\u043c\u043e\u0436\u043d\u043e.. short but good. its funny :). Risky Rescue is a game that needs keyboard skills and high
concentration. Campaign is quite simple but endless mode is very challenging. Reaching lvl 200+ is not so easy and needs a lot
of patience and a bit of luck ;). Imagine a demolition derby game, with turbo, in a small city with tons of splatable zombies just
hanging around aimlessly. That is what Clutch is. It is a good derby game and had plenty of fun dodging other cars as i tried to
grab artifacts all around the small city, but the zombies are pointless. They don't do much but be roadkills. No multiplayer
support.
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This locomotive is amazing! Like really good. One of the best steam locos I've seen from DTG in a long time. Here's what I
think in detail.

PROS-
Very detailed model
The whistle is just beautiful
The new controls (steam heat compressor, turbo compressor etc) all work really well just like a real steam loco
Has great sounds.
Very very very high response braking

CONS-
The reverser is glitches and will sometimes accelerate when in 0%
The chuffing sounds don't really sounds very well until you reach about 30mph
Very prone to wheelslip

In total I think this is an amazing loco.nI have created a scenario for it so check that out when possible

Out of 10? This deserves a juicy 9!!. I like it. I enjoyed wearing it in snowy areas to fit the theme. Although it's only worth it in
a bundle. Don't bother buying it individually.. Doesnt work on Mac OSX 10.10 or 10.11 I have asked them multiple times to fix
and they previously (sept 2015) said they were going to fix, now there is just no response. Don't buy if you have a mac.. Slow
and boring. The animations and enemies taking their turns just kill enjoyment
The ice dungeon is particular boring, with enemies causing you to slide all over. I frequentlly WANTED to be frozen, because
then I could get a hit in.. This is a... Guns of Icarus for those who want something for nothing. And as a result: I can only
recommend this game on the grounds that... Well. Before I start, let me explain.

I chose to play this, on the grounds that it has physics on the projectiles, full on boarding, and general airship goodness, which is
seldom followed by developers, aside from Guns of Icarus.

However.

This game is.... FAR. From finished. It needs a good deal more work before it could be considered complete, and we'll leave it
at that.
The airships themselves (once again, mentioning guns of icarus) seem more realistic from a physical standpoint - the deck is
very small and minimum, regardless of what vessel you jump onto by... doing barrel rolls on a railtracked glider, that I hasten to
add, becomes a very unhappy if you switch rapidly between the ships when you attempt to fly to one.

The combat is... Slow. Very slow.
This is down to the fact, the ships fly themselves. Yep. You don't have full control -
The airships list slowly through the air on a pre determined speed, with the only imput being whether you move up, down, or
turn. There are "boost" options, but they're on a cooldown that makes them difficult to use reliably, and ultimately a pointless
addon, other than to give a momentary boost to the otherwise snailpace gameplay.

I could go on. I could talk for a long time about the bad. But wait, I hear you ask, you're recommending this game? But it's so
bad! Why?

Simple.

With some of the absolute insanity, caused through glitches, mildly broken animations and issues that were laughable at best, the
whole experience was worth the asking price of nothing. *IF* you have a group of friends you can drop in with
to♥♥♥♥♥♥around for a couple of hours.

So yes, you should play this. If you have friends. And you want to laugh at an ultimately broken, and.... nonsensical monster of a
game. The fact it's free to play helps, because I wouldn't pay for this game if you dared me.
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Hae fun!
(Or play Guns of Icarus. It's more fleshed out, and less buggy.)
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